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Nota di contenuto 1. A theory or system of several new-inhabited worlds lately discover'd
and pleasantly describ'd, in five nights conversation with Madam the
Marchioness of ****. Written in French by the famous Mons. Fontanelle.
-- 2. An essay on translation and translated prose. -- 3. The history of
oracles, and cheats of the pagan priests fully discover's. Written in Latin
by Dr. Vandale. Translated into French and improv'd by the famous
Mons. Fontanelle. -- 4. The blind lady a beauty: a novel. -- 5. The
dumb virgin: or, The force of imagination: a novel. -- 6. The unhappy
fortunate lady: a true history. -- 7. The wandring beauty: or, The lucky
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fair one. -- 8. The unhappy mistake: or, The impious vow punish'd.
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